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Pure Michigan Hunt Winners

• David Pruden of Okemos
• Chris Boyce of Holland
• Jeffrey Shembarger of Berrien Center

• Each $5 application sold helps fund habitat 
restoration and management. 

• 72,334 applications sold in 2021. 



2021 Annual Report Highlights

• Celebrated 100 years of the Michigan DNR.
• Overhauled hunting and fur harvesting digests –

Question and Answer format for ease of use, 
special illustrated covers. 



2021 Annual Report Highlights #2

• Added a new state 
game area – 640-acre 
“Crystal Waters” in 
Monroe County.

• Banded 4,271 Canada 
geese, 3,860 mallards 
and 1,995 wood 
ducks. 



2021 Annual Report Highlights #3

• Ongoing work on 18 
research projects 
through university 
partnerships.

• Successfully 
administered drawings 
and lotteries through 
new Retail Sales 
System. 



2021 Annual Report Highlights #4

• Developed and 
implemented a new 
policy and procedure 
for annual wildlife 
disease surveillance. 

• Examined 731 animals 
for cause of death. 
Tested over 10,500 
deer for TB and CWD. 



2021 Annual Report Highlights #5

• Updated our Wildlife 
Division Strategic Plan 
– The GPS: Guiding 
Principles and 
Strategies.  

• GPS Commitments to 
Change will position 
division for the future of 
wildlife conservation. 



Thank You



Furbearer Regulations

Adam Bump
Furbearer Specialist



Furbearer Regulation Process Overview

• 2 Year Cycle
• Internal Workgroup
• External User Group
• “Running List” of Issues
• For 2022- One User Group Meeting-

September



Selected Issues
• Selected on need, interest, limitations
• Select issues by species
• Bobcat

– UP trapping season timing, bag limit, season 
length

– NLP: cage traps, season length, expansion, 
consolidation

• Raccoon
– Expand season length



Raccoon Season
• Recommend expanding both trapping and 

hunting seasons
– New seasons would be the same length and 

same timing
– More opportunity, may help resolve raccoon 

issues
– Low pelt prices likely reduce harvest
– Objective to maintain or increase harvest
– Supported by hunting and trapping groups



Bobcats: Cage Traps in LP

• Recommend allowing use of cage traps for 
bobcats in all LP units

• Allowed in UP
• Clarification of use
• Anticipate low use and no impact on harvest 
• Additional tool for specific situations



UP Bobcat Regulations

• No recommended change
• Reviewed moving timing of trapping season

– Trappers have requested season start Oct 25 
(historical start date)

• Considered trapping season length
– Trappers requested longer season

• Considered bag limit
– Trappers requested increase in bag limit



UP Bobcat Evaluation
• Population stable – short term
• Lack of support/agreement with hunting 

groups on population and opportunity
• Season length/bag limit increases not 

supported internally
• Management objective is stable to 

increasing populations
• No increase in harvest opportunities best 

option, altering timing of season ok





Days of Effort per Bobcat 
Registered in the UP



LP Bobcat Regulations



Bobcat: NLP Seasons
• Recommend extending bobcat trapping 

season in all NLP units
– Current: 11 days (Dec 10-Dec 20) 
– Recommended:  20 days (Dec 10- Dec 29)

• Recommend extending bobcat hunting 
season in NLP units E and F
– Current: 11 days (Jan 1-Jan 11) 
– Recommended:  20 days (Jan 1- Jan 20)
– NO CHANGE to hunting seasons in C&D



Bobcat: LP Expansion/Unit Consolidation

• Recommend Combining E and F
– Rename to G
– Clean up Arenac (Unit D) and Bay (Unit G) 

counties

• Recommend New Unit H
– Would include 9 additional counties
– Seasons

• Trapping: Dec 10-20 (11 days)
• Hunting: Jan 1-11 (11 days)



Bobcat Unit Comparison

Current Units                Proposed Units



Bobcat: LP Evaluation

• Trappers requested increase in season length
• Population stable
• Supported by hunting organizations, internally
• Management objective to maintain or increase 

populations, enhance recreational opportunities
• Slow expansion of opportunities has shown 

population resiliency, expansion spreads out 
harvest over larger area, same population





Days of Effort per Bobcat 
Registered in the NLP



Thank You



2022-23 Migratory Game Bird 
Hunting Seasons 

Randy Knapik, Wetland Habitat Biologist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning commissioners. I’m Randy Knapik and am the Wetland Habitat Biologist for the Department’s Wildlife Division.Today I’ll be presenting the Department’s recommendations for the 2022-23 waterfowl seasons on behalf of the Department’s Waterfowl and Wetland Specialist, Barb Avers



Topics for Information
• Waterfowl regulation process and 

schedule
• Canada goose population status, Federal 

frameworks, and recommendations
• Duck population status, Federal 

frameworks, and recommendations
• Managed waterfowl area and 

administrative changes



Schedule
• Dec. 8, 2021 = Waterfowl Workgroup
• *Dec. 10, 2021 = Proposed Frameworks
• Jan. 8, 2022 = CWAC
• Feb. 10, 2022 = NRC for Information
• *Feb. 25, 2022 = Final Frameworks
• March 10, 2022 = NRC for Action 
• April 30, 2022 = Season Selections Due

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Waterfowl regulations are different from other species because we must set our regulations within federal frameworks that prescribe season dates and allowable bag limitsThe frameworks are negotiated with states via the Flyway Councils – Michigan is part of the Mississippi Flyway Council.States then set their regulations within these frameworksThe FWS aims to publish proposed frameworks by mid-Dec but recently released them on February 2nd, which is not unusual for them to be delayed.We convened our waterfowl workgroup to discuss season dates and bags limits in December and the Citizens Waterfowl Advisory Meeting met on January 8th. The recommendations that I am presenting today are supported by the CWAC AND the Department.The CWAC is a 20-member group consisting of hunter representatives from throughout the state and also includes representatives from a few large member hunting organizations. This citizen group provides a 2-way communication between the Department and the hunting public to discuss waterfowl regulations and wetland management issues.The process is wrapped up in late April when states must submit their season selections to be published in the Federal Register.



2022 Goose Population Status 
and Federal Frameworks



Canada Goose Population Status

• Mississippi Flyway temperate-
breeding geese long-term increasing 
trend

• Michigan Canada geese at top of 
goal range

• Subarctic-nesting geese stable but 
variable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have 2 stocks of Canada geese in the Mississippi Flyway considered for management and regulation setting:those that are temperate-breeding (resident birds) and those subarctic-breeding geese (nesting on Hudson Bay)There is a long-term increasing trend for temperate-breeding Canada geese in the Mississippi Flyway and they are at a record high in flyway (>1.6 million).Michigan-specific estimates for the last several years have been near or above our desired abundance range (175,000-225,000 birds). Around 295,000 in 2021 which is 70,000 above upper goal limit.We continue to make full use of hunting season days and daily limits available within Federal hunting season regulation frameworks and we attempt to time seasons to target MI temperate breedersAlso harvest subarctic-nesting CAGO.  Their populations relatively stable over long-term but with high annual variation – because of annual variability in conditions on their subarctic nesting grounds.



2022 Goose Federal Frameworks 
Seasons

• Season length 
and outside dates
– Maximum 107 days 
– Between Sept. 1 -

Feb. 15

• 4 segments 
allowed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No changes in CAGO frameworks for this year.



2022 Goose Federal Frameworks 
Daily Limits

• Canada daily limits:
– Maximum 5 birds

• White-fronted daily 
limits:
– Maximum 5 birds in 

aggregate with dark 
geese

• Brant daily limits:
– Maximum 1 bird in 

aggregate with dark 
geese

• Snow, blue, Ross’ 
daily limits:
– Maximum 20 birds

Possession limits 3X daily limit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The framework for bag limits are unchanged from 2021 and allows up to 5 dark geese in aggregate of which 5 could be Canada geese, 5 could be white-fronted geese, but hunters are allowed only 1 brant. You’ll see in following slides that we continue to recommend an aggregate dark goose bag limit (Canada, white-fronts, and brant)White-fronts and brant not typically harvested but allows hunters the flexibility to take them if encountered when goose hunting.In addition, the framework also allows a 20-bird daily limit for light geese which are snow geese and Ross’ geese and their blue phases.



2022 Michigan Goose 
Season Recommendations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that I’ve discussed the Federal goose frameworks, I’ll our goose season recommendations.We are recommending the maximum allowed Federal bag limits for dark and light geese throughout the state.



2022 Goose Season Date and Bag 
Limit Recommendations

North Zone

• Sept. 1 – Dec. 16
• Dark goose aggregate daily 

limit = 5, only 1 of which 
can be a brant

• Light goose daily limit = 20

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unchanged for North Zone from previous seasons



2022 Goose Season Date and Bag 
Limit Recommendations

Middle Zone

• Sept. 1 – 30 and Oct. 8 –
Dec. 23

• Dark goose aggregate daily 
limit = 5, only 1 of which 
can be a brant

• Light goose daily limit = 20

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slightly different goose season recommendations from the past few years (2021: Sept. 1-Dec. 16, no split) so that there is greater overlap between duck and goose seasons.Data collected from our hunter surveys indicate that our waterfowl hunters prefer to hunt geese and ducks at the same time.We strive to provide maximum overlap of duck and goose seasons, where possibleThese season dates reflect 100% overlap with the recommended duck season in the Middle Zone.



2022 Goose Season Date and Bag 
Limit Recommendations

South Zone

• Sept. 1-30; Oct. 15 – Dec. 
11; Dec. 31 – Jan. 8, 2023; 
and Feb. 4 – 13, 2023

• Dark goose aggregate daily 
limit = 5, only 1 of which 
can be a brant

• Light goose daily limit = 20

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similar structure for season dates in South Zone as last year4 splits to maximize duck season overlap, maximize weekend hunting days, provide hunting opportunity into later part of season



2022 Goose Season 
Recommendations – GMUs

Allegan County 
• Sept. 1-30; Nov. 5-13; 

Nov. 26-Dec. 4; and 
Dec. 17-Feb. 13, 2023

• Dark goose aggregate 
daily limit = 5, only 1 of 
which can be a brant

• Light goose daily limit = 
20

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have 2 GMUs in SW MI allow for greater flexibility in season dates.These areas historically had very large concentrations of Canada geese and have later peaks of CAGO abundance.The first Goose Management Unit is Allegan County GMU which has 4 season segments to maximize opportunity.Dates for Allegan County GMU are similar to 2021



2022 Goose Season 
Recommendations – GMUs

Muskegon County Wastewater
• Oct. 15 – Dec. 22

• Dark goose aggregate 
daily limit = 5, only 1 of 
which can be a brant

• Light goose daily limit = 
20

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other GMU is Muskegon County WastewaterThese recommended dates are also similar to 2021.



2022 Duck Population Status and 
Federal Frameworks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Switching to ducks.



Duck Population Status

• 2021 Waterfowl Breeding Population & 
Habitat Survey cancelled
– No 2021 midcontinent survey estimates for 

use in Adaptive Harvest Management process
• Michigan conducted state-specific 

breeding waterfowl survey
– Excellent wetland conditions
– 2021 estimate of total ducks was greater than 

2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the 2nd year in a row, the Waterfowl Breeding Population and Habitat Survey was cancelled due to the Covid pandemic.  WBPHS is jointly conducted by the FWS and CWS within important breeding areas in US and CanadaSurvey could not be completed due to the Canadian border closures and due to the amount of coordination and staff needed and COVID precautions.No WBPHS = No population estimates for mid-continent duck speciesThis is important because the Adaptive Harvest Management process uses the prior year’s population and habitat conditions to inform models that set frameworks – I will speak more about this on the next slide.Good news is that MI was able to conduct a Breeding Waterfowl Survey in 2021 since it only occurred within the borders of Michigan with included few Department staff. This allowed us to estimate state-specific breeding population estimates for several species, including mallards, which is important to know because our “home grown” mallards are critical to our hunter’s harvest success – about 75% of the mallards we harvest in MI are produced in the Great Lakes region.Wetland conditions were considered “excellent” for breeding waterfowl statewide. The 2021 estimate of total ducks was up substantially from 2019 estimates and long-term averages. The 2021 estimate for mallards was over 300,000 and up significantly from 2019.  However, mallards still down from long-term average and we continue to study this long-term decline in Great Lakes mallards.



Approach to Framework 
without WBPHS Estimates

• AHM incorporated available data to generate 
model predictions of breeding populations and 
habitat conditions.

• WBPHS cancellation coincided with drought in 
breeding areas for North American ducks

• Overall, high confidence in models because of 
ancillary data available and long-term datasets.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Circling back to the USFWS Federal frameworks and the scientific approach taken to mitigate for 2 years of missing data.Used available data (banding, encounters, PCS, BBS, and other abundance estimates) to generate predictions of abundance where necessary to complete the standard analytical assessment.They also predicted number of ponds in prairie Canada in 2021 using the known total annual precipitation for the previous year (June 2020-May 2021) and the relationship of pond abundance and total annual precipitation in the long-term monitoring data.Some concern in the waterfowl management community given because the 2-year survey gap because it has coincided with a severe drought in the US and Canadian prairies – the primary breeding grounds for NA ducks.However, the scientific measures to account for survey gap are robustPopulations of most species were very strong going into these conditionsOther breeding areas (e.g., Great Lakes), that have favorable conditions, will help sustain waterfowl populations during this droughtWe have opportunity to take corrective action, if needed, if future surveys show that change is warranted since frameworks are set based on populations and habitat conditionsOverall, high confidence in the scientific models and procedures used to proceed with missing data.



2022 Duck Federal Frameworks 
Seasons

• Liberal season 
– Maximum 60 days 
– Between Saturday 

nearest Sept. 24 and 
January 31 

– Maximum 6 birds per day
• Possession limit 3X 

daily limit
• Seasons set by Zone
• One split per Zone

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 2022 Federal duck season framework is unchanged from 2021. Allows for 60 days of duck hunting between Saturday nearest Sept. 24th and January 31st. 



2022 Duck Federal Frameworks 
Daily Limits

• 6 ducks combined
– Mallard

• Maximum 4 birds (maximum 2 hens)
– Wood duck

• Maximum 3 birds
– Redhead, Canvasback, & American 

black duck
• Maximum 2 birds

– Scaup
• 2 for 45 days and 1 for 15 days

– Northern pintail
• Maximum 1 bird

– All other ducks
• 6 birds

• 5 mergansers combined
– Maximum 2 hooded mergansers 

Hooded 
merganser

Mallard

Canvasback
Greater
scaup

Northern
pintail

Black 
duck

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No change in daily limit framework for 2022, including the split limit for scaup that we also had in 2021. Scaup harvest restrictions are implemented under a Scaup Harvest Strategy which accounts for population abundance (3.53 million scaup) and harvest opportunity.A restrictive regulatory alternative was selected for the 2022 hunting season, in all four flyways, much like 2021, which results in the split bag limit or hybrid option. This restrictive framework allows for a 60-day season with a limit of two birds for 45 days and one bird for 15 days. The order of the 45-day and 15- day segments can be chosen within the 60-day season.



2022 Michigan Duck Season 
Recommendations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Supported by CWAC



2022 Early Teal Season 
Recommendations

• Sept. 1 – 16 Statewide
• Daily limit 6 teal
• Possession 3X
• Hunting hours begin at sunrise

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No changeMaximizes opportunity for harvest.



2022 Youth Season 
Recommendations

• Remain 3rd weekend in September (Sept. 17-18)
• Daily and possession limits same as regular 

waterfowl seasons

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No change from 2021.



2022 Veterans and Active-Duty 
Waterfowl Hunt 

Recommendations

• Hold concurrently with Youth Season 
(September 17-18)

• Bag limits for Youth Season apply

Presenter
Presentation Notes
States may designate two days as “Veterans and Active Military Personnel Waterfowl Hunting Days” in addition to regular duck seasons.  The Department and the CWAC recommends to continue holding this hunt concurrently with the Youth Waterfowl SeasonHolding this hunt concurrently with the Youth Season provides simplified regulations and better enforcement and also allows veterans and youth to hunt afield together.



3-Year Stable Opening Dates
North Zone:

– 2022 = Sept. 24
– 2023 = Sept. 30
– 2024 = Sept. 28

Middle Zone:
– 2022 = Oct. 8
– 2023 = Oct. 7
– 2024 = Oct. 5

South Zone:
– 2022 = Oct. 15
– 2023 = Oct. 14
– 2024 = Oct. 12

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Department strives to propose suggested opening dates of duck hunting seasons for a 3-year period to achieve consistency and assist waterfowl hunters in planning their hunting seasons. The Department and CWAC provide the following recommended opening days of duck seasons for 2022-2024. These opening dates are similar to what we’ve had in past years.Of note, opening dates for future seasons will be revisited if federal frameworks change during this period.



2022 Duck Season 
Recommendations – Dates

• North Zone
– Sept. 24 – Nov. 20
– Nov. 26 – 27

• Middle Zone 
– Oct. 8 – Dec. 4
– Dec. 17 – 18

• South Zone 
– Oct. 15 – Dec. 11
– Dec. 31 – Jan. 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 2022 duck season recommendations are as follows for the North Zone, Middle Zone, and South Zone:These are similar with previous years except that there are 2 weeks between the North Zone and Middle Zone openers, when is some previous years there was 1 week.



2022 Duck Season 
Recommendations – Daily Limits

• Maximum allowed under Federal Frameworks 
• Scaup:

• North Zone: September 24 to November 7 (two-bird limit); 
November 8 to November 20 and November 26 to November 
27 (one-bird limit)

• Middle Zone: October 8 to October 23 (one-bird limit); October 
24 to December 4 and December 17 to December 18 (two-bird 
limit)

• South Zone: October 15 to October 30 (one-bird limit); October 
31 to December 11 and December 31 to January 1 (two-bird 
limit) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our recommendations for daily limits in the 2022 duck season are the maximum allowed under federal frameworks and incorporated the scaup bag limit conditions similar to 2021.We used our fall diving duck survey results from Lake St. Clair and western Lake Erie as well as an analysis of scaup harvest in Michigan to inform the scaup split bag limit discussion.These surveys show that a two-bird limit for the first 45 days of the season in the North Zone and a one-bird limit for the first 16 days of the season in the Middle and South Zones will maximize scaup harvest opportunity in each zonesan additional day of a one-bird limit is included for Middle and South Zones so that a bag limit change doesn’t occur during a weekend.  



2022-23 Falconry Season 
Recommendations

• Same dates as regular duck season
• Additional days for ducks, mergansers, coots, 

and moorhens (common gallinule):  
– Jan. 2 – Jan. 15, 2023
– Feb. 24 – Mar. 10, 2023

• No change to daily bag limits
• Possession limits 3X daily limit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our recommendations for falconry seasons in Michigan are similar to 2021.Falconry hunting allowed during gun hunting but also allowed additional days



St. John’s Marsh Refuge 
Dates

• Closure restricts access to the areas for unauthorized 
purposes to reduce disturbance to waterfowl and other 
wildlife

• Change wildlife refuge season date closure from 
September 1 to the end of the waterfowl season to 
September 1 to November 30

• Provides clear refuge closure dates to improve 
enforcement 

• Opening the refuge on December 1 will provide 
additional hunting opportunities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We do have special regulations on our managed waterfowl areasThese areas provide high-quality and secure habitats for migrating waterfowl and other wetland species, as well as excellent recreational hunting and non-hunting opportunities.Managed areas can have seasonal refuges that restrict access to reduce disturbance to waterfowl and other wildlife.Recommendation is to change the closure dates for the refuge of St. John’s Marsh to provide greater clarity and consistency. Currently, the refuge is closed Sept. 1 to, “the end of the waterfowl season,” and the recommendation is to change that to Sept. 1 – November 30.Opening the refuge on December 1 will provide additional hunting opportunities during the white-tailed deer muzzleloader season and the December pheasant season datesProvides clear dates to improve enforcement.



Migratory Bird Name Changes

• USFWS revised the list of migratory birds 
protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act

• Included changing some migratory game bird 
names to conform to accepted use

• Common snipe now Wilson’s snipe
• Common moorhen now common gallinule
• Department will continue communications and 

customer service related to the name changes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In April 2020, the USFWS revised the list of migratory birds protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act that included changing some migratory game bird names to conform to accepted use. The common snipe has been changed to the Wilson’s snipe and the common moorhen has been changed to common gallinule to reflect the recent split of the two species. All four bird species exist, but the common moorhen and common snipe are not likely to be encountered other than occasionally in Alaska.This change bring consistency in communications



Administrative Changes
• USFWS made administrative changes to certain parts of 

the Code of Federal Regulations that refer to the 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act and Golden Eagle Protection 
Act

• Changes are administrative only 
• WCO references sections of the Migratory Bird Treaty 

Act
• Update references in WCO to align with new 

administrative changes to the Code of Federal 
Regulations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On January 7, 2022, the USFWS published a rule that made administrative changes to certain parts of the Code of Federal Regulations that refer to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act and Golden Eagle Protection Act. These changes are administrative and do no change the substance of the federal regulations. We recommend updating Wildlife Conservation Order to align with new changes to the Code of Federal Regulations



Thank You



Michigan perspectives on wolves and wolf 
management: Preliminary results 

Shawn J. Riley, Professor of Wildlife Management
Megan Cross, Research Associate



Population

% of 
Michigan’s 
population

% of study 
sample 

respondents

UP 3.0% 43.2%

● Marquette 
County

3.9%

● Non-
Marquette 
County

39.5%

NLP 7.9% 30.7%

SLP 89.0% 26.1%

● Detroit metro 
(Wayne, 
Oakland, 
Macomb)

3.4%

● Non-Detroit 
metro

22.6%

State 100.0% 100.0%

Characteristics of sampling strata 



Population
% of individuals 

surveyed
Response 

rate

UP 33.3% (n = 5,000) 27.05%

NLP 33.3% (n = 5,000) 19.56%

SLP 33.3% (n = 5,000) 14.72%

General public 
overall

100% (n = 15,000) 20.26%

Response to questionnaires

* Response rates adjusted for undeliverable 
addresses, deceased individuals, and refusals



- Individuals contacted via letter 4x:
- 2x received letter with access 

questionnaire online
- 2x received letter with accessto 

questionnaire online and a paper 
copy to mail back

- Web survey included same 
questions as the mail 
questionnaire

MAIL SURVEY WEB SURVEY



Demographics of respondents

Average 
age* % Male % White

% receive 
income 

from 
farming

Farmers 
who raise 
livestock

General 
population 60 64.5% 87% 7.69% 36.63%

- UP 60 67.2% 88% 7.19% 41.18%

- NL 61 59.9% 88% 8.09% 37.97%

- SL 59 65.4% 84% 8.08% 28.00%

*Outliers removed due to inaccuracies in self report



Outdoor recreations activities in Michigan?



Personal experiences with wolves



How has the wolf population changed 
during the last five years?



How would you like the wolf population to 
change during next five years?



How acceptable are each of the following 
scenarios of wolf population?

+-



Acceptability of possible removal methods 
if necessary to remove wolves

+-



Response to perceived risks 
from human-wildlife interactions

Valence
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Negative Positiv
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Human
Health 
and 

Safety Way of 
Life
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General public acceptability for wolf 
management methods given scenarios 

related to wolf behavior

-

+



How acceptable is a legal, recreational wolf 
hunting season in Michigan?



How acceptable is a legal, recreational wolf 
trapping season in Michigan?



Acceptability of wolves establishing a population 
in the Northern Lower Peninsula?

NIMBY



Where we go from here…

● Analyze additional questionnaire data for 
insights into Michigan perspectives;

● Modeling to determine specific factors 
affecting acceptance of wolves and wolf 
management approaches;

● Compare with similar research elsewhere;
● Your questions…



Thank You
Shawn J. Riley, Ph.D.

rileysh2@msu.edu
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